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CLINICAL RESEARCH
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ABSTRACT
Talc may lodge in human tissues through various routes, and has been associated with the
development of ovarian carcinoma in case control epidemiologic studies. Talc is detected in
tissues with scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM/EDS), with
expected magnesium (Mg) and silicon (Si) peaks. The theoretical atomic weight % Mg/Si ratio for
talc is 0.649, and for diagnostic purposes, a range of ± 5% (~0.617 to 0.681) is often used as
a standard. Our goal was to establish empirically the quantitative range for talc identification by
SEM/EDS using two source materials: a Johnson’s Baby PowderTM (cosmetic-grade) consumer
sample, and talc from Sigma-Aldrich (particle-grade material intended for scientific use). We
examined 401 Mg-Si particles with SEM/EDS across the two samples, using two different SEM
microscopes. Overall, we found a mean Mg/Si atomic weight % ratio of 0.645, with minimal
differences between study subsets. The standard deviation was 0.025; (± 1σ = 0.620–0.670). The
currently used ± 5% diagnostic range (Mg/Si 0.617–0.681) is thus reasonably close to this study’s ±
1σ range, and well within a ± 2 σ confidence interval span (Mg/Si 0.595–0.695). The ± 5% range is
thus an appropriately conservative standard whose continued use seems justified.
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Introduction

Talc is a stable, crystalline, magnesium-containing
sheet silicate (a member of a class of phyllosilicates),
chemical formula Mg3Si4O10(OH)2, which is found
in the earth’s crust and mined in varied parts of the
world. It is a broadly used and frequently encoun-
tered substance in cosmetics, manufacturing, con-
struction, and other industries1 that may lodge in
human tissues through several means: inhalation,
injection, use in medical procedures (pleurodesis),
and topical application to the perineum. In the latter
setting, it has been used as a consumer product to
lubricate skin, absorb excess moisture, and promote
overall hygiene and comfort. Currently, there is
medical, public health, and medicolegal interest in
the association of ovarian cancers with the use of
talc-containing products in the genital area. This
association has been supported by various

epidemiologic studies which found a clear excess of
women with ovarian malignancy who had used talc
in that location beforehand, compared to control
women2–6, with an overall risk ratio of around 1.3.7

The International Agency for Research on Cancer
has declared the use of talc (not containing asbestos)
in the genital area as possibly carcinogenic (Class
2B).8 Recently, the demonstration through labora-
tory and spectroscopic means that talc is present in
the ovarian tissue and/or genital tract from talc-
exposed women with ovarian cancer has been of
increased importance, both in morphology-based
studies and in specific patients with ovarian carci-
noma in the medicolegal setting.9–11 Analysis in the
latter situation helps to establish past or present
exposure in a given patient, and provides evidence
for the epidemiologic association within a specific
case. Talc in the genital tract of women is thought to
migrate there from the initial exposure site in the
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perineum, from where it may either undergo direct
upward transport through the tract, or gain access to
lymphatics with subsequent lodging in various
lymphvascular-rich pelvic organs and sites.10

The identification of talc in human tissues is an
important example of how the diagnosis and quanti-
fication of foreign material in tissue is needed to
document exposure, and to correlate with disease
occurrence or severity related to that tissue.12 This
concept is perhaps best known for asbestos and
pleural mesothelioma and pulmonary fibrosis.13 For
all tissue-based methods, transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) or scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) are used to find exogenous particles, and verify
that their elemental signatures are consistent with
a specific type of foreign material exposure14, includ-
ing medicolegal contexts where there are claims of
injury from such exposures.12 SEM with EDS often is
the most useful and practical quantitative instrument
available for the detection of exogenous material in
paraffin-embedded human tissue14, and is the one we
use for talc diagnosis. The most comprehensive quan-
tification is obtained by digestion of a tissue sample,
which uses much larger amounts of tissue than can be
assessed in a histologic tissue section12, but this
method is susceptible to contamination issues,
requires the destruction of sample, and causes ana-
tomic landmarks to be lost.9 A better, nondestructive
method for the detection of talc in paraffin tissue
blocks (the most common type of specimen that
becomes available in medicolegal cases) is correlative
polarizing light microscopy and in situ SEM/EDS (a
method originally described by Thakral and
Abraham.15) This method utilizes the birefringence
of talc, and the preservation of architectural informa-
tion in lightmicroscopy followed by in situ SEM/EDS,
to correlatively assess the quantity and location of talc
particles in the paraffin-embedded tissue. In this
method, the paraffin tissue block is inserted directly
into the SEM chamber under variable pressure (i.e.
partial vacuum), and the incident electron beam
applied to the tissue-containing surface of the carbo-
naceous block. Under the SEM conditions we typi-
cally use, the penetration depth of the beam is
estimated to be 2.5 μm (principles of electron-
specimen interactions and specimen depth reviewed
by Goldstein et al.16)

Talc has a three-layer sheet structure with
a positively charged magnesium-containing octa-
hedral layer between two negatively charged tetra-
hedral silicate layers. Talc sheets are bound to each
other by relatively weak van der Walls forces,
allowing them to slide and glide over each other
easily17, thus giving talc both its status as the soft-
est known mineral, and its tendency to be in the
form of platy particles under microscopic exami-
nation. In fact, in both commercial samples and
tissue sections, talc may morphologically appear as
plates, polygons and fibrous forms, a fiber being
defined as an elongated structure having an aspect
ratio of 3:1 or greater18 and approximately parallel
sides.12,14 The platy particles are often isodiametric
(i.e. length and width not widely disparate) but
they may mimic fibers when viewed on edge.
When present, talc is readily visible in histologic
tissue sections under polarizing light microscopy,
where it is brightly birefringent.

Identification of talc by SEM/EDS begins with
its strong positivity under backscattered electron
imaging (BEI), a technique where beam electrons
are elastically deflected more than 90 degrees from
their forward motion, and detected based on
(among several possible modes) the presence of
high atomic number elements in a sample.19 EDS
spectral analysis of talc particles (using a spot
quantitative mode) yields magnesium, oxygen
and silicon peaks. Traces (EDS atomic weight %
of <2%) of other elements such as Al, Ca, Na, K,
and Fe may occasionally be present, given that
small impurities may be present within mined
talc, arise during manufacture processing, or con-
taminate talc samples at a subsequent stage.
However, based on talc’s chemical formula, espe-
cially the stoichiometry of three Mg atoms to every
four Si atoms, pure talc has a theoretical Mg/Si
atomic ratio of 0.750 and atomic weight % ratio of
0.649.

Using standard materials or “standardless
analyses”20, variation in the quantitative measure-
ments of any particle can be expected, depending
on the purity of the substance, as well as factors
associated with the analytical methodology. The
detection of element-specific X-ray signals in
EDS relies on a sequence of interactions between
incident electrons and electron orbital energy
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levels that contain inherent imprecisions that pro-
duce some natural variation in measured chemical
parameters. Some of these vary across systems.
Some apply to the differential between the weaker
kiloelectron volt (keV) X-ray signals for magne-
sium compared with silicon. For example, a talc
particle located relatively deep within paraffin tis-
sue and studied with the SEM/EDS in situ
method15 may require a longer distance for
emitted X-ray signals to escape and reach the
detector, and this could unpredictably enhance
the differential between the weaker-energy Mg
signals and the stronger Si signals. Another con-
sideration is that in EDS spectrum samples, only
a small proportion of the total atoms in a sample
are analyzed. Simple stoichiometric, density and
atomic weight calculations show that in a typical
1 μm talc particle (approximated as a 1 μm3

volume), there are ~1.4E10 Mg atoms and
~1.9E10 Si atoms; the comparable figures for
a 5 μm talc particle are ~1.8E12 Mg atoms and
~2.3E12 Si atoms. For a typical EDS run involving
5000 counts per second and a 30-second collection
time, about 150,000 atoms are assessed, or roughly
one in every 108 atoms in a 5 μm particle (exclu-
sive of oxygen). Also, electron beam analysis for
talc particles in tissue or on the surface may study
only a fraction of the mass, since penetration
depth is limited to ~1 μm in talc, based on
a Monte Carlo algorithm for the scattering of
penetrating electrons within solids.21,22

Therefore, considering all of these factors,
a margin of ±5% for the Mg/Si atomic
weight percent ratio (approximately 0.617 to
0.681) has been used in human tissue
diagnosis9,10 (along with the expected clinical/his-
torical information and morphologic features) to
assure that the detected material is talc. This ±5%
range has support in the literature as a generally
appropriate EDS standard based on a broad variety
of chemical constituents and analyses.20 We
undertook this study to show that the ±5% range
applies well to talc specifically, based on empiric
evidence gathered from the analysis of two differ-
ent commercially available talc samples, using
SEM microscopes from two different manufac-
turers, each one having an EDS detector from the
same manufacturer, but which were physically
separate instruments. We measured the statistical

distribution of Mg/Si atomic weight % ratios in
a representative large group of talc particles in the
samples, and compared those to the currently used
diagnostic range. We were particularly interested
in how the ± 5% range for talc compared to the
±1σ and ±2σ standard deviation thresholds in the
commercial samples.

Materials and methods

A 4 oz bottle of Johnson’s Baby PowderTM (JBP)
(lot number 8137–003011, Johnson and Johnson
Consumer Companies, Skillman, NJ) was pur-
chased over-the-counter from a local retail phar-
macy in 2012, and subsequently kept sealed under
airtight conditions and protected from heat, light,
and other environmental factors. The ingredient
list for JBP listed talc and fragrance as the contents
of the container. Two small samples of JBP were
taken from the bottle with a small flame-cleaned
stainless steel spatula, and a thin coating of talc
(appropriately low particle density) applied to
separate 12 mm-diameter carbon discs with dou-
ble-sided adhesive (Cat#775825-12, Electron
Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA); these discs
were in turn mounted on similarly-sized circular
aluminum stubs. Excess JBP material was removed
from the disc surfaces prior to SEM analysis.
A separate carbon disc of the same type but with-
out JBP was also mounted for control purposes, as
was a bare aluminum stub (i.e. without either talc
powder sample or a carbon disc).

The four stubs (i.e. two JBP samples, one car-
bon disc blank control, and one metal stub con-
trol) were placed in appropriate stage holders,
and examined by author SM with a JEOL JSM
IT500HR field emission scanning electron micro-
scope under variable pressure mode, and with
attached EDS capabilities (Oxford Instrument
X-Max 50 SDD with Aztec 3.3 software). 104
particles were analyzed with EDS collectively in
12 representative 450x SEM fields, across the two
sample-containing stubs, along with control spec-
tra from the blank carbon disc and the metallic
underlying aluminum stub. Carbon discs with talc
revealed particles generally in close juxtaposition.
To simplify the elemental analysis, particles that
were geographically isolatable from one another
were selected for analysis. EDS analysis was done
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under quantitative spot acquisition mode to ana-
lyze elemental compositions (atomic weight %
ratios). The 104 particles selected for analysis
were representative in appearance and size, with
the small exception that any fibers identified (3:1
aspect ratio or greater, and approximately parallel
sides) were selectively analyzed. Dead time was
consistently under 10% and EDS signal counts
were generally 3000–6000 per second. Pulse pile-
up, window artifact, oxygen stoichiometry, and
carbon deconvolution corrections were applied
through the Aztec (Oxford Instruments,
Lexington, MA) software for all EDS runs.
Elemental data for all particle EDS analyses were
then aggregated into a spreadsheet, and basic
statistical parameters calculated. In compiling
and analyzing all data, we started with the
assumption that talc’s Mg/Si ratio, like many
parameters in medicine and science, has
a normal (gaussian) probability distribution cen-
tered around a mean.

A separate sample of talc was obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich (SA) (now known as Millipore
Sigma, St. Louis, MO), Pcode 1001945014, lot#
MKBS250TV. This sample of talc was character-
ized as ≤10 μm particle grade, and had been the
main object of analysis in a previously published
Raman spectroscopy study.17 The SA talc was sus-
pended in deionized water and sonicated on ice
using multiple cycles with the Misonix XL-2000
sonicator (Misonix, Inc., Farmingdale, NY) to
break up clumps and thus facilitate analysis. The
SA talc sample was then filtered through a -
0.22µm Millipore filter and this was mounted
onto a carbon disc with double-sided adhesive
tape, and analyzed by author YF with a Hitachi
SU6600 field emission scanning electron micro-
scope with Oxford EDX (Xmax 50SDD EDX
detector) and Oxford instrumentation software
(Aztec 3.3). SEM/EDS analysis of SA talc pro-
ceeded in a similar way to that previously
described for the JBP sample, including the use
of spot quantitative acquisition mode on numer-
ous representative particles, and the collection of
elemental atomic weight % data collectively into
a spreadsheet, with the subsequent calculation of
basic statistical parameters. Also, the various
aforementioned EDS corrective parameters and
carbon deconvolution were employed here also.

Using the same Hitachi SEM instrument and its
attached EDS capabilities, and spectral corrections,
separate material from the aforementioned JBP
bottle (the one analyzed by author SM) was ana-
lyzed, also by author YF, thus representing a third
separate analytic study across the two different talc
samples. The results were tabulated and compared
to those obtained for the other two analyses
(author YF for the SA talc sample, and author
SM using the JEOL SEM on the JBP sample).

Results

In the first part of the study, 104 particles from the
JBP sample were representatively chosen and ana-
lyzed by author SM using SEM/EDS across 12
microscopic 450x SEM fields. A typical field show-
ing the particle morphology is shown in Figure 1.
In this figure, numerous backscattered-electron
positive particles are seen, ranging in approximate
size from 2–70 μm, showing varied geometric
shapes, with polygonal particles and platy particles
being common (as expected). Among the 104
characterized particles were 6 fibers; these showed
talc molecular spectra similar to the far more
numerous non-fibers. Overall, of the 104 particles,
99 showed magnesium, oxygen and silicon peaks
only (along with the expected carbon background
peak), in the molecular signature expected for talc
(Figure 2). 50 of these particles had small alumi-
num peaks (atomic weight % consistently <2),
which we regarded as a background signal coming
from the instrument, and detected by EDS. In
support of this contention, small aluminum peaks
of similar height were detected by EDS in the
blank (control) carbon discs, as well as in occa-
sional areas of the sample-containing discs but in
bare regions at a distance from talc particles.
(Figure 3). These aluminum peaks were variably
and irregularly present, but tended to be more
noticeable at the periphery. Also, EDS of the bare
aluminum stub (no carbon disc on top) produced
a strong aluminum peak (as expected), along with
a much smaller copper peak (Figure 3). The alu-
minum signal did not relate to the presence of
adhesive on the carbon disc surface, since we
tested disc regions both with and without adhesive
(areas of denudation of the latter were visible and
easily found), and this did not correlate with the
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presence of Al peaks or any other unexpected
signals.

Therefore, for the purposes of analysis, the alu-
minum signal was deconvoluted (using the Aztec
software) from the 50 particles where this small
signal had been seen. For all particles, carbon (C)
had also been deconvoluted (see Materials and
Methods section). Through this process, the extra-
neous peaks were numerically excluded from the
spectrum, leaving accurate atomic weight % fig-
ures for the remaining elements (in this case, Mg,
Si, and O), while still numerically taking into
account their spectral peaks and their effect on
other molecular signals (for example, overlapping
peaks or peak slopes which are near other signals).
Deconvolution using the Aztec EDS software typi-
cally produces slightly different numerical results
than simple mathematical exclusion of elements in
output results (also an option with the software),
and was a more accurate way of eliminating cer-
tain elements from compositional calculations,
particularly those regarded as background signals
or contaminants, or otherwise not part of the
intrinsic molecular structure of a given particle.

The remaining five particles out of the 104 were
non-talc silicates. Four were Mg-Al-Si and one was

K-Mg-Al-Si. Under SEM, these were morphologi-
cally not distinguishable from the talc particles.
Their Mg/Si atomic weight % ratios differed sig-
nificantly from those of the talc particles (even the
latter’s numerical outliers), with the Mg value
typically close to Si (4 particles) or far smaller
(one particle). Also, their aluminum peaks were
much larger (>2% weight percent ratio by EDS)
than the background contribution from the instru-
ment when it happened to be seen in the talc
particle spectra. Thus these five silicate particles
were regarded as definitively not talc. An example
of a Mg-Al-Si silicate is shown in Figure 4.

For the 99 talc particles which remained after
the above exclusions were done, the Mg/Si atomic
weight % mean for the 48 particles requiring alu-
minum deconvolution was very similar (0.634) to
the 50 which did not (0.637). Therefore, the two
groups were combined (for computational pur-
poses), and the resulting Mg/Si atomic weight %
ratio mean was 0.636 (range, 0.538–0.682) and the
standard deviation was 0.026.

Using the same JBP sample in the Hitachi SEM,
96 particles were analyzed with EDS by YF. Some
of them had small peaks for aluminum, and many
had small peaks for iron. The latter is a frequent

Figure 1. Representative SEM field for the JBP sample, under backscattered-electron imaging mode, showing particles widely varied
in size and shape, generally 2–70 mm. (See size bar at lower left). Spectral boxes show particles representatively chosen for analysis
by EDS under spot quantitative acquisition mode. Spectrum 1 was Mg-Al-Si (see Figure 4); the other particles were talc (Mg-Si). This
represents one of many SEM fields that were examined (see text, main paper). (450x).
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impurity in talc where its II and III oxidation
states may substitute for magnesium.1 Four parti-
cles were regarded as non-talc silicates because
they had an aluminum atomic weight % >2
(range, 6.04 to 10.49). One particle was excluded
from the talc category because it had an iron
atomic weight % >3 (exact value 3.64). Of the
remaining 91 particles, the mean Mg/Si atomic
weight % ratio was 0.638 (range, 0.547–0.682; stan-
dard deviation 0.028).

276 particles from the SA talc sample were
analyzed with EDS by YF with the Hitachi SEM.
36 of these were silicates that were categorized as
non-talc because they had an atomic weight %
figure of >2% for Ca, Ti, or Al, or >3% for Fe.
(We used a slightly higher threshold for iron com-
pared with the other metals, since Fe is
a particularly frequent low-level contaminant in
talc; this seemed to be especially true in the SA
sample that we analyzed). The overall distribution

Figure 2. Representative spectrum of two talc particles from the JBP sample. Peaks for Mg and Si are present, along with a peak for
O at approximately 5 keV. The Mg/Si atomic weight % ratio for both particles is 0.644 (see spectral data in upper right hand corner),
which is typical for talc and is within 1% of the theoretical value of 0.649. (a) top spectrum: no background Al (aluminum) peak was
detectable in this particle. (b) bottom spectrum: a small Al peak (atomic weight % <2) was seen here, as it was in about half the JBP
particles we analyzed. These small Al peaks, when present, were thought to come from the EDS background environment,
specifically the underlying metallic stub (see Figure 3; also see text, main paper). For particles otherwise having the characteristics
of talc, these Al signals were deconvoluted prior to computations of data (see main paper for details).
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of these 36 silicates was: Mg-Al-Si (19), Mg-Fe-Al-
Si (6), Mg-Ca-Si (4), Mg-Ti-Al-Si (3), Mg-Al-Ca-Si
(2), Mg-S-Fe-Si (1), and Mg-Ti-Si (1).

In addition, a cluster of 29 consecutive Mg-
Si-containing particles were excluded because
their Mg/Si atomic weight % ratios (range 0.-
454–0.603) were most similar to sepiolite
(0.576), although the morphologic features of
these particles did not reveal the typical mor-
phologic characteristics of sepiolite. Statistical
comparison of this 29-particle cluster (Mg/Si
atomic weight % ratios) to the remainder of
the data showed F-test P-value ~ 10−4, and
two-sample t-test P-value ~10−15. Given their
very different ratios from the rest, their
appearance as a cluster, and the statistical cal-
culations above, these sepiolite-like particles
were excluded; 211 talc particles (Mg and Si-
only peaks) remained. These had an Mg/Si

atomic weight % ratio mean of 0.652 (range
0.501–0.711, standard deviation = 0.020).

When all 401 talc particles from the three branches
of our study (JBP sample on the JEOL SEM and
Hitachi SEM, and SA talc sample on the Hitachi
SEM) were combined for computational analysis,
the Mg/Si atomic weight % ratio mean was 0.645
(range, 0.501–0.711; standard deviation 0.025).
Figure 5 shows a frequency distribution chart for
the Mg/Si ratios for all talc particles in the study
(n = 401). This shows that the data values conform
closely to the pattern expected for a normal (gaussian)
distribution. Table 1 summarizes the comparative
statistics for the three main parts of our study
(n = 99, 91, and 211, respectively), as well as the
statistics for the combined particle data (n = 401).
Our study analyzed a wide variety of small and larger
talc particles across the samples and the two different
microscopes, ranging from 1.2 to 66.9 μm. Table 1

Figure 3. (a) Upper left: SEM view of blank adhesive carbon planchette, i.e. without talc sample, for control purposes. (b) upper right:
EDS spectrum of surface in A showing small aluminum (Al) peak. This was variably present in the blank planchette – seen in some
areas, not in others. (c) Lower left: SEM view of blank aluminum stub without planchette or sample. (d) Lower right: EDS spectrum of
surface in C showing strong Al peak and weak Cu (copper) peak. Contribution of Al signal from the stub was thought to be the
source of small Al peaks that were seen in some particle spectra (see text, main paper) and that were deconvoluted from such
spectra prior to computational analysis. (a and c, 450x).
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Figure 4. EDS spectrum for particle labeled as Spectrum 1 in Figure 1, from the JBP sample. This shows a magnesium aluminum
silicate, with aluminum (Al) peak much stronger than the background Al signal seen in some talc spectra in this study (see Figure 2,
and text of main paper). Also, the atomic weight % data (upper right) shows Mg about equal to Si, which is very different from that
expected for talc. Thus the Al signal is regarded as an intrinsic part of the particle, and this represents a non-talc silicate. Such
silicates accounted for about 5% of the total particles analyzed from the JBP sample.

Figure 5. This figure shows the frequency distribution of Mg/Si atomic weight % ratios in the combined data for the JBP and SA talc
samples.
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also shows the mean particle sizes in the different
parts of the study.

Discussion

The accurate identification of talc in human pelvic
tissues, particularly those from ovarian cancer
patients, is important because it documents expo-
sure, and provides evidence in support of its epide-
miological association with certain types of ovarian
cancer that has been seen in various case control
studies.2–7 Typically, talc particles that lodge in
human pelvic tissues are relatively small, with
about 92% of 200 talc particles recently studied in
surgically resected tissues from 11 ovarian carci-
noma patients having a greatest dimension of
≤10 μm, though such particles ranged up to
29 μm.23 The common sizes of talc particles found
within human pelvic tissues10 overlaps with, but is
typically smaller than, the particle size range found
in talc powder material intended for consumer sale
and hygienic use.23 The likely reason is that smaller
talc particles are the ones thought most able to gain
access to reproductive tract space, or especially into
small submucosal lymphatics, when applied to the
perineum.10 An earlier study on cynomolgus mon-
keys had cast doubt on the ability of talc tomigrate in
this way24; however no talc particle size data was
presented, and without that data, a meaningful com-
parison with the subsequent human literature is
difficult or impossible. Studies show that small par-
ticle-sized radiographic tracers easily traverse the
lymphatic vessels of the female genital tract25–27,
and the lymphatic network of this area is consider-
ably more extensive than is often appreciated.28,29

Generally, our analyses of two different commer-
cial talc samples (JBP and SA talc), with two different

SEM/EDS systems, support the currently used criter-
ion in medical/medicolegal settings of a ± 5% range
for the Mg/Si atomic weight % ratio (corresponding
to 0.617–0.681 based on the theoretical 0.649 ratio)
in the definitive diagnosis of talc, for particles that
are morphologically and spectrally consistent with
talc. Our combined analyses (401 talc particles over-
all) showed a mean Mg/Si atomic weight % ratio of
0.645, very close to the theoretical value of 0.649. The
overall standard deviation was 0.025, with ± 1σ
(~68% of all particles) = 0.620–0.670, and ± 2 σ
(~95% of all particles) = 0.595–0.695. The latter
range is conceptually significant because a 95% con-
fidence interval is regarded as an important thresh-
old in human medicine, whereby values or data
points which fall outside this range are regarded as
suspect, or possibly due to something other than
chance or random variation. This is the reason why
it is used frequently as a reference interval for labora-
tory values which assume a normal (gaussian) prob-
ability distribution.30 Because the currently used ±
5% range criterion is between the ± 1σ and ± 2σ
ranges in our analytic study, but closer to ± 1σ, the ±
5% criterion is more conservative than a standard
95% confidence interval (i.e. ± 2σ) would be. Given
that it is currently being applied in medicolegal con-
texts involving tissues from exposed patients, this
conservative approach is appropriate and so its con-
tinued use seems justified. An inclusion range based
on standard deviation around a mean is much better
than one based on simply the mean, since the stan-
dard deviation captures the degree of variation pre-
sent in talc, and so helps inform what an appropriate
standard for inclusion should be.

Like many parameters in chemistry, the Mg/Si talc
atomic weight % ratio is subject to natural variation
across samples. As an example of a literature

Table 1. Comparative statistical parameters for the three different SEM/EDS talc analyses in our study.
Sample
Characteristics of sample

JBP sample, JEOL SEM
analysis

JBP sample, Hitachi
SEM analysis

SA talc sample, Hitachi
SEM analysis Combined data

# talc particles analyzed 99 91 211 401
Mean particle size (greatest
dimension listed in μm)

25.17 (standard
deviation = 10.64)

28.91 (standard
deviation = 10.44)

6.16 (standard
deviation = 3.22)

16.08 (standard deviation = 12.95)

Mean Mg/Si atomic weight %
ratio

0.636 (standard
deviation = 0.026)

0.638 (standard
deviation = 0.028)

0.652 (standard
deviation = 0.020)

0.645 (standard deviation = 0.025; ±
1σ = (0.620, 0.670)

Maximum Mg/Si atomic weight
% ratio

0.682 0.682 0.711 0.711

Minimum Mg/Si atomic weight %
ratio

0.538 0.547 0.501 0.501
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precedent, ranges of elemental compositional ratios
have been demonstrated in vermiculite using EDS,
and graphed using a two-dimensional dot plot.31 For
talc, Mg/Si ratio variances can occur from the compo-
sition of talc itself, or factors (previously discussed in
the Introduction section) in the spectroscopicmethod.

As an example of the former, although Figure 5
conforms reasonably closely to a gaussian distribu-
tion, the slope on the left side (lower Mg/Si atomic
weight % ratios) is somewhat more gradual, and
extends further out, than the one on the right side
(higher ratios). This is likely reflective of the
greater lability of magnesium in talc relative to
silicon; Mg-O bonds are more easily broken and/
or affected by dissolution reactions than are Si-O
bonds32; thus over time the content of Mg relative
to Si in talc could decrease gradually and variably,
especially for areas near the particle surface.32

Another factor is that impurities are common in
talc, whereby certain elements, such as aluminum,
iron and titanium, may substitute for magnesium
and/or silicon.1

Regarding chemical variations, talc deposits in the
earth may be accompanied by many other minerals,
and this varies significantly by geography. Some of
these include magnesite, MgCO3, and quartz, SiO.2

1

If present, the former would contribute magnesium
atoms and not silicon, whereas the reverse is true for
quartz. Also, there are minerals that, similar to talc,
show EDS peaks for Mg and Si without other ele-
ments with atomic number >10, that need to be
distinguished from talc. Morphology is key in this
distinction, but the Mg/Si ratio also plays a key role.
For example, chrysotile asbestos is a magnesium sili-
cate but unlike talc, is virtually always fibrous (except
in rare instances where small pieces of a fiber might
dislodge and assume a non-fibrous particle appear-
ance). The Mg/Si atomic weight % ratio for chryso-
tile is 1.29814, and this is very different from talc,
falling far outside the ± 2σ range for the latter’s Mg/
Si ratio. Anthophyllite, a noncommercial amphibole
asbestos fiber type, normally has an iron peak along
with Mg and Si, but its atomic structure may vary,
and in a situation with low iron content, only Mg
and Si peaks would show and the Mg/Si atomic
weight % ratio would be 0.757. This is different
from talc, and measurement of this ratio along with
observation of fibrous structure would help with
differentiation. Other asbestos subtypes have other

cations with Mg and Si and so produce spectra that
should not be confused with talc.

Regarding nonasbestos Mg-Si materials that
enter into the spectral differential with talc, there
is sepiolite, a common industrial material with
formula Mg4Si6O15(OH)2·6H2O, having Mg/Si
atomic weight % ratio 0.576 (again, distinct from
talc, though closer to it than some other materi-
als). If a ± 2σ range were used to identify talc, it is
likely that the range for sepiolite would overlap.
Importantly, sepiolite has a loosely fibrillar appear-
ance (consisting of very small fibers) whose mor-
phology is quite different from that of talc.
Other Mg-Si materials to be considered are ensta-
tite (MgSiO3, Mg/Si atomic weight % ratio 0.865)
and fosterite (Mg2SiO4, Mg/Si atomic weight %
ratio 1.731). In our experience, these would be
rarely encountered, and their Mg/Si spectral ratios
would readily provide differentiation from talc.
Thus, the use of ±5% of the theoretical atomic
weight percent ratio for the identification of talc,
although less than a ± 2σ or 95% confidence inter-
val based on the analysis of standard materials,
maximizes the 'true positive' identification of talc
particles and limits the possibility of false positive
identification of other magnesium silicates as talc.

Our study was significant in showing non-
fibrous, non-talc silicates (Mg-Al-Si, K-Al-Mg-Si,
and Fe-Mg-Si) as a component of the JBP sample
(10/190 particles, or 5%, with the most common
being Mg-Al-Si (8 particles, 4%). Given the tightly
controlled and sealed conditions under which our
JBP bottle was stored and used, these silicates are
likely not laboratory contaminants, but rather may
represent impurities in the sample that come from
the talc mining and/or manufacturing process.
Incidentally, various non-talc silicates may com-
monly be seen in the genital tract and pelvic tis-
sues of human patients, whether talc-exposed or
not10; such particles are generally regarded as non-
toxic at the levels typically encountered, and are
thought to enter the genital tract through various
hygiene practices and daily living. Regarding the
JBP sample, talc powder available to consumers for
hygienic use would fall into the commercial classi-
fication known as ‘cosmetic talc’ which has >98%
talc, possibly lower in older samples8,33,34; thus
impurities of a few percent in a relatively small
study such as ours are compatible with this
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classification. Non-talc silicates were also found in
the SA talc sample, in a higher proportion than for
the JBP sample: 36/277 particles (13.0%) fell in this
category, perhaps reflecting the different classifica-
tion grade of this sample relative to JBP.

Also significantly, we found fibrous talc parti-
cles in our samples. In the JBP sample analyzed
on the JEOL SEM, 6/99 EDS-analyzed talc parti-
cles (6%) had this morphology. For the JBP sam-
ple analyzed on the Hitachi, 0/91 such particles
(0%) were fibers, and for the SA talc sample on
the Hitachi, 10/211 (5%) were. Figure 6 shows an
example of a talc fiber with an approximately
4.8:1 aspect ratio that was found in the JBP
sample, with an Mg/Si atomic weight % ratio of
0.650. IARC lists talc containing asbestiform
fibers (defined by IARC as talc forming mineral
fibers that are asbestiform in their mineral
“habit”, not talc containing asbestos) as a class
I carcinogen.8 The reader is referred to the lit-
erature for a mineralogic discussion of the term

asbestiform as it relates to silicates.35 The pro-
portion of talc asbestiform fibers overall in these
samples is likely substantially lower than the
percentage figures cited above, since we selec-
tively analyzed fibers by EDS when we saw
them in our representative microscopic fields.
Fibrous particles (talc or otherwise) are impor-
tant, because the Stanton hypothesis36 stipulates
that longer fibrous particles may have greater
capacity for cellular damage than comparable
shorter fibers or non-fibrous particles of similar
size and composition. Although particulate mate-
rial with a plate-like morphology such as talc can
mimic fibers if turned on edge, this is more likely
within tissue than in a material sample such as
used here. However, our results mirror what we
have observed in talc-exposed human patients,
namely that fibrous talc (and fibers in general)
account for a small proportion of the overall
particle burden in the pelvic tissues of such
patients.10

In conclusion, our study supports the continued
use of a 0.649 ± 5% range for the Mg/Si atomic
weight % ratio for the diagnosis of talc in human
tissue in medical/medicolegal settings. Our study
also reinforces the concept that for SEM/EDS in
elemental compositional assessments, it is impor-
tant to do the proper controls, and take into
account the possibility of background peaks aris-
ing from the analysis or SEM environment and not
from the sample itself.
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